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In this paper we discuss the local spectral behaviour of a continuous linear 
operator T defined on a Banach space by means of a system of T-invariant not 
necessarily closed subspaces. A similar description was given by the author [3] 
for a positive linear operator T on a Banach lattice E with the aid of a chain 
of T-invariant order ideals. Here we will give a slightly different definition and 
get a system of T-invariant subspaces which is maximal in some sense. It turns 
out that many of the results which are valid for positive operators on a Banach 
lattice hold also in similar forms in this general situation. But, of course, for 
positive operators there are a lot of additional informations. We apply this 
method to deduce some well-known results of the local spectral theory, see cor- 
ollary 2 and 3i). Our method is elementary and uses only some simple facts 
about the theory of holomorphic vector valued functions, and we do not as- 
sume the operators to have the single valued extension property, see [l] for the 
definition. 
Throughout this paper let X be a complex Banach space and E be a complex 
Banach lattice. We denote by S(X) the algebra of bounded linear operators on 
X. Given TE 9(X) and XE X we denote by 
or = lim sup jIT"xll 1'n 
n-0, 
the local spectral radius of Tat x. Obviously, or I r(T) for all XE X. For all 
O#l~d= we define 
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V(A) = {y EX: the series i A-“-‘T”y is unconditionally convergent} 
and for YE u(A), let 
fl=O 
11 y/1(1, = sup{ ji,FN A-‘-l T”yll: N is a finite subset of ~FJ,}, 
where /rJ, = N U (0) 
and R(A) y= I,“=, A-‘-‘T”y. 
The local resolvent R(A) y is often denoted by xr(A), see [l]. But since we 
use essentially the fact that x --t R(A)x defines a linear operator from U(A) into 
X we prefer this present notation. 
In the following proposition we will gather some basic facts about the space 
U(A). 
PROPOSITION 1. Let TE 9(X) and 0 #A E C. 
9 
ii) 
iii) 
iv) 
U(A) is a Banach space with respect to the norm II . I/cAj. It is T-invariant 
such that IITuqjII % Iill and l/x/l 5 IA I lIxIIcn, for all XE U(A). 
R(A) : U(A) +X is a bounded linear operator with R(A)(AI- T)x = 
(AI- T)R(A)x=xfor all XE U(A). 
Let x EX. If rT(x) < II 1, then XE U(A). Conversely, if XE U(A), then 
r,(x)< 14. 
Zf l<l> lAl then U(A)c U(r). For alf XE U(A), 
llxllcr, 5 l~l(l51 - 14-111xll(~)~ 
If )A / >r(T) then U(A) =X and the two norms are equivalent. 
PROOF. i) Clearly, U(A) is a linear subspace of X and it is easy to see that 
U(A) is T-invariant such that II TucAj /II I A I. M oreover, by the definition, jlxll I 
112 I lixllcA, for all XE U(A). Let (y,);* be a Cauchy sequence from U(A). Then, 
by the above inequality, it is a Cauchy sequence with respect to the original 
norm, hence there is some y E X satisfying II ym -y II + 0 as m --f 00. 
Let c>O. Take qE tN such that for all m,pzq, 
IIYKYpIl(L) 5 E. 
Consider some finite set NC N,, then 
II~~~~-“-lT”(~~-~~)ll 5 ~9 
and letting p+ 00 it follows that 
ll,FN ~-‘p’T”(~, -VIII 5 E 
which implies that II y, - ylj(,)s E for m 2 q. It follows that y E U(A) and 
I/Y, -YII~,I, --f 0 and m --+ 00. 
Clearly IIW~)xll~ llxll (,I) f or all XE U(A), consequently llR(A)ll I 1. 
ii) follows easily from the definition. 
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iii) Let XE U(A). In view of llyll I IA / I/ylju, it follows that for all finite sub- 
sets of nonnegative integers ZV, 
fl=O 
= /~l(lrl - lw’llxllw 
which implies the assertion and the inequality. 
iv) The proof of this assertion is trivial and is left to the reader. 0 
COROLLARY 2. Zf TE_F(X)andxEX, thenforallA,rEC with IAl, I[1 >r,.(x), 
rT(x) = rr(R(n)x) 
and 
R(<)x- R(/l)x = (A - CgR(A)R(r)x. 
Moreover, the function A + R(A)x is holomorphic on the set {A : IA I > rr(x)} C 6. 
PROOF. Fix (TE R such that /A/, /rj >cr>r,(x), and let TO be the restriction 
of T to U(a). In view of \/Toll I(Y, for all q : jql> a, the resolvent R(q, TO) is 
given by the von Neumann series and hence equals the restriction of R(q) to 
U(a), in particular R(q) U(a)C U(a). Consequently, for all n, 
I/T”R(~)xlI 5 allT”R(~)xll, 
5 4W~,TcJII /IT”xll.. 
This inequality shows that r,(R(A)x) I /I ToI\ I a. Since a > rT(x) was arbitrary 
we deduce that r,(R(A)x)lr,(x). For the converse consider that for all n, 
(AZ- T) T”R(/l)x = T”x 
which implies that 
lIT”xll 5 lP- TIl IIT”R(~)xIl, 
and finally that 
rr(x) 5 rr(ZW)x). 
Moreover, by the resolvent equation, 
R(r)x- R(A)x = R(<, T,)x- R(A, TO)x 
= (A - C)R(5, T,)R(A T,)x 
= (1 -OR(C)R(l)x. 
By the preceding remarks, the mapping I --+ R(A)x is continuous and hence, it 
is holomorphic. 0 
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COROLLARY 3. i) Zf TE 9(X), then there is some x~Xsuch that rT(x) = r(T). 
ii) Zf TEE+, then there is some ZEE, such that r*(z) =r(T). 
PROOF. i) Pick A Ed such that 111 =r(T). If ry(x)< IA] for all XEX then 
it follows from the above proposition that U(A) =X and that R(A) is continuous 
with respect to the original norm which is contradictory. 
ii) Let x as in i) and set z= 1x1. Then for each n, IT”xI I T”z and hence 
r(T)=r,(x)lrT(z)Ir(T). 0 
COROLLARY 4. Let TE 9(X) and let 6 # 1 E C. Zf T, denotes the restriction of 
T to U(A), then for all XE U(A), 
rT,(x) = rT(x). 
PROOF. Let XE U(A), it follows from corollary 2 that 
rT(x) = rT(R(A)x) = lim sup llR(A)T”xll”” 
n-m 
I lim sup // T”xllli; = rT,(x). 
n-m 
For the opposite direction consider first the case where rr(x) = IA 1, we obtain 
rrO(x)I ilTOll I 111 =ry(x). If, on the other hand, rT(x)< 111, then pick an ar- 
bitrary (Y such that rT(x) < a< IA I. It follows that 
(x 2 I/ TuCaj II2 lim sup I/ T”xII {a/; 
n-m 
1 lim sup 11 T”xll$y = rT,(x), 
n-m 
which finally leads to tr,(x)<r,(x). 0 
The following theorem is the main result in [2], it was stated for more general 
classes of ordered Banach spaces than for Banach lattices. We present here a 
sharpened version for the Banach lattice situation with a different and essential- 
ly simpler proof; this proof works also in more general situations with minor 
changes. 
THEOREM5. Let TEE?, and 0fx~E,. 
9 rT(x) is a singularity of the local resolvent R(A)x. 
Zf I. # ry(x) then the equation (AZ- T)z =x has a solution z in E, if and 
on/y if A is real with A > r=(x). 
ii) Zf rT(x) is a pole of the local resolvent R(A)x, then the equation 
(r7(x)Z- T)z=x has no solution z in E,. 
PROOF. i) The first assertion follows from Liouville’s theorem if rT(x) = 0 
and from Pringsheim’s theorem if rT(x)>O, see [5], page 262. If A is real with 
A> rT(x), then z = R(A)x is the required solution in E,. For the converse, let 
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ZE E, such that (11- T)z=x. Considering the imaginary part it follows that 
0 = Im x= Im(Ll- T)z = (Im L)z and hence that A. is real. A simple calculation 
using the positivity of T shows that the case A 5 0 cannot occur. Now, let I > 0. 
It follows that for all n, 
z1Z-A-n-’ T”“z = i ~-j-‘(~I- T) Tjz 
J=o 
j=O 
The sum on the right hand side is an order bounded sum of positive elements. 
Consequently for all (Y> A, the series 
1 j+i 
F ,--.-iTjx= E a 
(> 
A-j-iTjx 
,:o _I=0 
is unconditionally convergent. Proposition 1 shows that or 5 (x for all a > J. 
and hence, or< A. 
ii) Assuming the contrary, let ZE E, be a solution of the equation 
(~r(x)Z- T)z=x. If A >~r(x), then 
01R@)x= lim i ~-j-‘Tj[(~Z-T)z-(~-r,(x))z]~z, 
?l-m,=lJ 
which is clearly impossible because or is a pole of the local resolvent 
R(A)x. q 
REMARK. As another consequence of Pringsheim’s theorem we can easily 
show that if or is a pole of the local resolvent R(l)x then it is of maximal 
order on the circle with radius or; this result holds also in more general 
classes of ordered Banach spaces than in Banach lattices, see [2] for more 
details and informations. 
The following theorem is valid in a similar form for a positive operator Ton 
a Banach lattice E if we replace U(A) by 
J(n) = {x E E such that 1x1 E U(A)} 
equipped with the norm 11 . /Ii : l/xIIA = 11 x1 Ilo). In that case, however, all the 
assertions of the following theorem are equivalent and one can add a fifth con- 
dition: R(A)J(l)cJ(A). It is possible to deduce ii) * iii) of the Banach lattice 
version as a corollary of theorem 6, all the other steps of that proof are evident, 
compare also [3]. 
THEOREM 6. Let T E g(X) and let 0 + A E C. If one considers the folio wing 
assertions 
9 
ii) 
iii) 
iv) 
There exists some a E C, 0 # la I < 1 A I with U(a) = U(A). 
The norms )I . Ij and /I - (IcAl are equivalent on U(A). 
U(A) is closed in X, 
then i) * ii) * iii) u iv). 
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PROOF. i) = ii): Let (Y E C such that r(Tr& < 1 a 1 < /A I. Clearly, U(o) c U(A). 
On the other hand, if XE u(A) then, following corollary 4, we see that Q(X)< 
jcz) which implies x E U(o). 
ii) * iii): Since, for all cr : 0~ Ial < IA I, the space u(a) embeds continuously 
into IV(A) there is, by the open mapping theorem, some C>O such that for all 
x E V(A), 
C llxll (a) 5 llxll (A). 
Let t = a/A and pick m E N with 2C< (1 - 1 t ()/I t jm. Consider any finite subset 
Nof the set {m,m+l,...}. 
Let XE LI(A) be arbitrary. Clearly, for each Jo Ne, 
Ila-j-‘7q 5 Il.&, 
which implies that 
“iFN P’Tjxll = II c tj+k-j-9q 
jEN 
Itl i77+1 
5 EN ItI’+’ Ilxl/@r, 5 - x 1 _ It1 II II(a)* 
We obtain that for each XE U(A) and each finite subset NC {m, m + 1, . ..}. 
llXll& 2clj~N~-‘-‘w. 
Let XE u(A) and let MC No be a finite subset, then there is a decomposition 
M=NUL with Lc{O,...,m-1) and Nc{m,m+l,...). It follows that 
m-l 
llj~M+17’xll 5 j;. Iln-j-‘Tjll llxll + lljFN @W 
m-l 
5 j;. 11~-‘-1~‘11 II4 +(2C)-‘IlxIlca, 
m-l 
5 c IWITJII llxll+2-‘ll4l(A,. 
j=O 
Taking the supremum over all finite subsets MC N, we obtain finally that 
m-1 m-L 
llXll@, jc, ll~-j-l~jll llxll+2-‘ll4 5 ZjC, ll~-j-‘~jll llxll. 
On the other hand, l/xll I IAl ll~ll(~, which completes this step of the proof. 
iii) H iv) is trivial and is left to the reader. 0 
THEOREM 7. Let TE S(X) and let (U, (I . I/ u) be a Banach space which con- 
tinuously embeds into X such that U is dense in X and such that the restriction 
T, of T to U is contained in g(U). If furthermore r(T,)<r(T), then, for all 
A EC with r(Tu)< 111 <r(T), we have 
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and there is some [ E a(T) satisfying / ( 1 = IA 1. 
REMARK. Similar results are known in somewhat stronger forms for positive 
operators on a Banach lattice E. In that situation there are also similar results 
for the case r(T,)>r(T), see [3]. 
PROOF. Let A E C with r(T,) < IA I <r(T). If r(Tuck,) < IA I then it will follow 
from theorem 6 that the norms II . 11 and II . /IcAl are equivalent on U(A). Since U 
continuously embeds into X it follows that for all XE U, 
rA.9 5 rrJx> 5 r(TU) < /A I 
which yields that UC U(A). Since U is dense in X we obtain that U(A) =X con- 
tradicting the assumption, hence r(T,(,$ = IA I. 
It follows from corollary 3 and 4 that there is some x E U(A) with rT(x) = 
1 A / . From the theory of homomorphic functions we know that the local resolvent 
[-+R(<)x has a singularity on the circle with radius IA). But it turns out that 
this singularity is an element of o(T). This remark completes the proof. 0 
EXAMPLE. We consider sequence spaces only on N, = {2,3, . ..}. Let E = l’, 
F= {x=(xn);:lIxIIF= i n-‘IxnI<m} 
n=2 
and 
Clearly, E, Fand G are Banach lattices such that G C EC Fas ideals. We define T: 
T(x&’ = (yk)y with yk = 0 (k#:n*) and y,z = x,,. 
T is an isometry on E and quasinilpotent and compact on F, but Tag(G), 
hence r(T,) = 0 and r(TE) = 1. 
If define T: 
T(A); = (Yk); wtth Yk = xk*, 
then II FE11 = r(FE) = 1, FG is compact with r(FG) = 0 but F$ &Z!(F). 
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